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NatureKast Cabinetry Creates
Lasting Outdoor Kitchens
What’s NatureKast’s history? Where are you
located, and when were you founded?
There are two main players in NatureKast’s
history: a Canadian company with over 40
years experience in high-end indoor kitchens
and an innovative dealer in Florida who wanted to use our product outdoors. In 2005, he
had one of our Cypress doors molded in highdensity resin. After much trial and error, he
perfected the technique and NatureKast was
born. NatureKast operated in Florida for the
first few years, but we needed to scale up
operations so, in 2015, we moved production
to our factory in Canada.
Outdoor living in Minnesota is a short season,
how does NatureKast’s products help that?
Being Canadian we fit right in with you!
We understand the need to make hay while
the sun shines. With short seasons, it
becomes even more appealing to have a
high-quality
low-maintenance
outdoor
space to enjoy the shorter warm seasons.
With NatureKast, cab-inets can handle the
weather, so homeowners can just put on a
coat and boots (or turn on a decent outdoor
heater) and extend the sea-son.
What’s the biggest benefit of your product
over competitors?
We offer the first range of 100
percent weatherproof cabinets that look
and feel just like your high-end indoor
kitchen, but built to withstand all the
elements that nature can throw at them.
Another big advantage is the number of
components, trim and moldings that give
designers
freedom
to
design
our
spectacular outdoor spaces that rival the
best indoor kitchen in looks and
functionality. We have cabinets with spice
racks, waste bins, integrated cooler
drawers, charcoal drawers, propane slideout and TV cabinets (to name
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but a few), all built to perfectly match outdoor
cabinetry. The outdoor kitchen space is a rapidly growing sector with great innovation and
we are regularly adding new accessory-rich
cabinets to our line to accommodate a new appliance or fill a new need in the industry.

Do you install your product?
All NatureKast dealerships are equipped
to install NatureKast outdoor kitchens. They
will visit the home and work with the homeowner to design the ideal layout for their back
yard.

What surprises your clients the most about
your product?
That our doors, drawers and moldings
aren’t real wood. Even seasoned builders and
cabinet makers are regularly surprised by
this fact. Doors won’t fade, crack or split like
regular wood and this is backed up by our limited lifetime warranty. There’s no swelling so
doors remain just perfect.

Where can customers find your product in
Minnesota?
We have some great dealerships in the Twin
Cities. The easiest way to find a local dealer is
to visit https://naturekast.com/where-to-buy.
- Spaces magazine
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